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Begin your yoga workout the moment you unfold your mat. This two-sided textured mat supports balance and provides stability for an effective,
focused training session. Zone into your yoga experience without worrying about slipping and sliding on your mat; the dual-texture design
prevents unwanted movement so that you can focus on the movement of your body. Lotus Yoga’s folding mat design makes this product the
perfect companion for yoga on the go - bring your workout with you as you travel for business or pleasure to experience an uplifting training
session in the gym, yoga studio, or at home. Three millimeters of padding allows you to maintain a close yet comfortable connection with the
ground beneath you. Lotus Yoga is dedicated to providing you with greater peace of mind by creating quality equipment that facilitates an
excellent experience, every time. When you are finished with your workout, simply fold your lightweight mat up for ultimate portability. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
47,90 €

Discount -11,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerLotus 

Description 3mm Thickness Increase stability during balancing stretches Textured, Non-Slip Surface Enjoy enhanced traction while you stretch
Maintain balance and focus during your next yoga or Pilates routine The textured surface not only keeps you in place but also clings to the floor
so that the mat itself won’t slip Sturdy and Comfortable Material is comfortable and easy to wipe clean Rolls Up for Easy Transport Easily and
conveniently take your mat with you to the studio, gym, or while you travel Perfect for Yoga or Pilates This 28” x 68” yoga mat provides plenty
of room to spread out and explore new poses Model #: LYYM115 
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Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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